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			Entrance to the ordering system

            

            Save your time, cooperate with us!

                We provide office printing devices repair, sale and rent (printers, scanners, copiers) and everything that is connected with it.
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                     Guarantee
                  

                     Rokasgramatas un dokumentācija
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                     Video
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                            Epson EcoTank L3151

                            	ID:	1592
	Code:	C11CG86406
	Color:	Color
	Paper size:	A4
	Black-white pages per minute:	33
	Color pages per minute:	15
	Device resource:	30000
	NIC: 		Yes
	Compatibility:	USB, WiFi, Wi-Fi Direct
	Size (HxWxD, cm):	37,5 x 34,7 x 17,9
	Weight (kg):	3,9
	Type: 		Multifunctional equipment
	Printer:	Yes
	Scanner:	Yes
	Fax:	No
	Xerox:	Yes
	Warranty:	36 months 

	Product	Quant.	Price VAT	Заказать
	Printer: Epson EcoTank L3151		Call	



  
                                Compatibility with cartridges:

                                	Image	Model	Resource, p.
	Quantity	Price VAT	Заказать
	[image: Epson 103 ECOTANK BLACK INK BOTTLE (C13T00S14A)]
	Epson 103 ECOTANK BLACK INK BOTTLE (C13T00S14A)	4500		14.00 €	
                
                
	[image: Epson 103 ECOTANK CYAN INK BOTTLE (C13T00S24A)]
	Epson 103 ECOTANK CYAN INK BOTTLE (C13T00S24A)	7500		14.00 €	
                
                
	[image: Epson 103 ECOTANK MAGENTA INK BOTTLE (C13T00S34A)]
	Epson 103 ECOTANK MAGENTA INK BOTTLE (C13T00S34A)	7500		14.00 €	
                
                
	[image: Epson 103 ECOTANK YELLOW INK BOTTLE (C13T00S44A)]
	Epson 103 ECOTANK YELLOW INK BOTTLE (C13T00S44A)	7500		14.00 €	
                
                

  
                    [image: Epson 103 ECOTANK BLACK INK BOTTLE (C13T00S14A)]


                    Model
Epson 103 ECOTANK BLACK INK BOTTLE (C13T00S14A)

Resource, p.

4500
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Epson 103 ECOTANK YELLOW INK BOTTLE (C13T00S44A)

Resource, p.

7500
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Transport costs for product delivery are not included in the service payment.

                Terms of delivery
Back
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                SIA "RF serviss"

				VAT Nr.: LV 40103171074

				Adress: Lienes 18a-39/42, 

				Riga, LV - 1009 (city center) 

				Phone: +371 29697199;  +371 29829421
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